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With over 4 million volumes in print, these timeless books have provided invaluable insight into the

history, meaning, and context of virtually every book of the Bible. Revised with a new look and

added content, these commentaries now include study questions at the end of each chapter for

further reflection and application.
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This is a great study on the book of isaiah....I have yet to find another study that equals it. I love the

book of Isaish, as it is full of so much wisdom, and it reveals so much pearls of teh word of God. I

love the author, as i have read many of his books. He writes beautifully and easily for the reader to

understand, and he studies the bible inductively.

Maybe I've read way too much fiction, but this was really tough for me. We tried it for our small

group, and only one of the guys would really get something out of it. I did get little bits out of each

chapter, but it was really difficult for me to stay interested. Don't get me wrong. It's a great book with

lots of facts and details. I think maybe it's just meant for someone that really remembered all the

details in history class. That was not my strong suit.

It took me awhile to find this study on Isaiah for our Adult Sunday School Class. The reason it took



so long was We were looking for a study that has the prophet speaking to us today. As we are

progressing it is like reading the newspaper today to show that God's Word was true yesterday,

today and will be tomorrow. We use this in an interactive study where different opinions are shared

and there is a facilator rather than a leader.

Like all of Warren Wiersbe's Be Series books this 'Be' Commentary on Isaiah lives up to and

exceeds expectations...Simply stated, direct and jargon free; this commentary brings the promises

of Isaiah to us with a clarity that honors both proper exegesis and application for today.An old-y, but

good-u. Something like J.Vernon McGee who continues to speak.

Isaiah can be difficult to study because it's not always clear who God is addressing. Warren

Wiersbe helps clear up any confusion. His "Be" commentaries on each book in the Bible are an

excellent tool for deeper study. The format is easy to follow and the language is easy to understand.

I've used several different commentaries and his is by far the easiest to understand. If you're into

seriously studying the Bible, especially if you're new at it, any in this series will be helpful.

These books are amazing! I think Warren Wiersbe did a great job of providing a more in depth

"guide" to go along with a book of the Bible and in this one in particular, it really helped me to find

new things throughout Isaiah that I hadn't seen even while reading it. For example, I never knew

Isaiah was married and had two sons that were representative of God's message to Israel, but the

book pointed that out and then I went back to the Bible and read it again...and found what he had

referenced. It's really been helpful to me to help me go more in depth with my Bible reading.

As an expository Bible teacher, I love using Wiersbe's commentaries. His commentary on Isaiah

helped me to see the big picture and main threads of thought recorded by the prophet, Isaiah.

Wiersbe's insight into the deeper spiritual truths were beneficial not only in my own personal study,

but also gave me the clarity I needed to communicate those truths to the class. Wiersbe does not go

into much detail on any given chapter, but focuses on main thoughts. I supplemented this

commentary with one that was more detailed verse by verse.

Isaiah is the whole Bible in a nutshell. The first half threatens and describes judgment for Israel

because of repeated idolatry. The last half promises that Jehovah God will never forget His people,

and wonders of glory will eventually come to pass for Israelites. Warren Wiersbe enlarges upon the



promises and promises the comfort described by Isaiah as being for believers in Jesus Christ all

over the world. Be ye comforted. Our story does end well.
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